Getting to PGP Residence from the airport
1) Drive along Ayer Rajah Expressway (AYE) towards Jurong.
2) Take Exit 8 and turn left into South Buona Vista Road.
3) Take first right turn into Kent Ridge Road, then immediately turn left into Prince George’s Park.
4) Alight at the (semi-circular) front porch of the residence.

Getting to the Conference Location from PGP Residence
1) Take bus A1 from the Internal Shuttle Bus Terminal near PGP Residence.
2) Alight at the bus-stop outside LT27 (the first bus-stop after a mini round-about).
3) To go back to PGP Residence from the Conference Location, take bus A2 from the bus-stop outside SOC1.
4) Alight at the Internal Shuttle Bus Terminal near PGP Residence.